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A new type of Time-Of-Propagation (TOP) Cherenkov

detector for particle identification *
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Abstract A new type of particle identification (PID) detector based on measurements of 1-D Time-Of-

Propagation (TOP) and 1-D space information is described. Geant4 toolkit is used to simulate the propagation

of Cherenkov photon in thin quartz bar radiator. Contributions to the timing uncertainty are discussed. The

π/K separability (S0) is defined and its dependence on the particle momentum, incident angle and propagation

length are studied, respectively.
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1 Introduction

The Time-Of-Propagation (TOP) Cherenkov de-

tector is a novel technical extension of the Detec-

tion of Internally Reflected Cherenkov (DIRC) light

for particle identification. In contrast to the BarBar

DIRC
[1—3]

, which provides the 2-dimensional spatial

coordinates of the photons on a projection plane with

a large detector volume, it measures both the TOP

information of Cherenkov photons in the quartz radi-

ator bar and their position information at the bar end.

Thus TOP has the advantage of being simple in con-

struction, compact in size and quick in time response.

It is proposed to be used in the internal target experi-

ment on the Cooling Storage Ring (CSR) at Lanzhou,

China
[4]

. In our simulation, the TOP Cherenkov de-

tector comprises a long quartz bar as the Cherenkov

radiator and photon’s light guide, with a length of

1000 mm, width of 200 mm and thickness of 20 mm.

A total reflection mirror is attached at the backward-

end surface, while position sensitive photo-multipliers

(PMT) with high time resolution are coupled to the

forward-end surface (with silicone oil). Fig. 1 illus-

trates the principal structure of the TOP detector in

the (x, y, z) coordinate system. The TOP detector

thus measures both the TOP and x-position informa-

tion of the Cherenkov photons produced by different

particle species to reconstruct the Cherenkov angle.

When a charged particle passed through the radia-

tor bar, Cherenkov photons are emitted in a conical

direction defined by the emission angle (θc), meeting

the relation cosθc = 1/nβ, where n is the refraction

index, and β is the particle velocity (in unit of the

speed of light in vacuum). Photons propagate to both

ends (backward and forward) by means of total reflec-

tion on the internal bar surface while the backward

photons are reflected by the total reflection mirror at

the end-bar. Photons are collected by the position-

sensitive multi-anode phototube at the forward-end.
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Fig. 1. structure of the TOP detector in our simulation.

2 Time uncertainty

The relationship between these measured quanti-

ties and the Cherenkov angles is described below
[1, 4]

.

Considering a local frame where the charged parti-

cle moves along the (z) axis, the direction compo-

nents of the Cherenkov photon emission in this frame

(qx′ , qy′ , qz′) are related to the Cherenkov angles as

qx′ = cosφc sinθc,

qy′ = sinφc sinθc,

qz′ = cosθc.

(1)

Then in the right-handed coordinate system at-

tached to the bar frame, when the track polar and

azimuthal angles of an incident charged particle are

θinc and φinc (see Fig. 1), respectively, the direction

components of the photon emission in the bar frame

(qx, qy, qz) can be written as

qx = qx′ cosθinc cosφinc−qy′ sinφinc+

qz′ sinθinc cosφinc,

qy = qx′ cosθinc sinφinc +qy′ cosφinc+

qz′ sinθinc sinφinc,

qz = −qx′ sinθinc +qz′ cosθinc.

(2)

Relying only on the z-component of the light ve-

locity in the quartz bar, the TOP can be simply ex-

pressed as

tp =

(

L

c/n(λ)

)

×

(

1

qz

)

, (3)

where L is the distance from the particle’s incident

point to the PMT along the bar axis (z-axis), n(λ)

is the refraction index at wavelength , c is the light

velocity in the vacuum, and qz is the directional z-

component of photon emission. If we fix θinc and

φinc , qz is a function of θc and φc. The φc angle

of Cherenkov photons is uniform over 2π, and can be

calculated by using the TOP and x-position informa-

tion. Thus, the θc information of different particle

with the same momentum can be provided.

Taking the structure of the TOP detector in the

simulation into account, we estimate various contri-

butions to the accuracy of the PID measurement in

three parts, as shown below.

(1) The wavelength dependence of the refractive

index: Considering the quantum efficiency of the pho-

totube and the λ-dependence of the Cherenkov pho-

ton yield, the effect to TOP is

σtp

tp
=

(σn

n

)

×(1−α) , (4)

where

α = n×

(

∂qz/∂n

qz

)

. (5)

In our simulation, we take n = 1.47±0.008 (∆n/n =

5×10−3) for this effect. Making use of the Eq. (3),
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Fig. 2. the expected time uncertainties along
the expanded x-position from part (1) and (2)
for 4 different conditions and tp differences be-
tween π and K, σtp .

the result is

σtp =
[

2cosθc cosθinc +cosφc sinθinc sinθc(ctg
2θc−1)

(−sinθc cosφc sinθinc +cosθc cosθinc)
2

]

×

4.9×L×

(

σn

n(λ)

)

. (6)

(2) The hit position resolution: The hit position

resolution depends on the anode width of phototube.

Since the phototube in our simulation has a 1.0 mm

anode width, the x-position resolution is evaluated

as σx ≈ 1.0 mm. Making use of the error transfer

formula, the time uncertainty is:

σtp =

4.9Lsinθc sinθinc sinφcσx

4.9Lqz sinθc cosθinc sinφc(cosφc+1)+qx sinθc sinθinc

.

(7)

(3) The transit time spread (TTS) of the photo-

tube, the timing jitter due to the start signal determi-

nation, the quartz thickness and the charged particle

tracking accuracy are included to make an effective

contribution of σtp ≈ 80 ps[5].

Taking π and K with a momentum of 4 GeV/c for

example, the expected individual time uncertainty of

items (1) and (2) are shown in Fig. 2. The tp differ-

ence between π and K, σtp , is also shown. Various

conditions of the incident angle are considered here.

On the other hand, the length L here is not real, but

hypothetical, only for discussion purposes. The mag-

netic field is not considered. If the σtp is smaller than

the sum of the time uncertainty of effect (1) and (2),

it’s not possible to identify π and K in this condition.

Otherwise π and K can be identified by using this

(TOP) method.

3 PID performance of TOP

Now, from previous discussions of the time un-

certainty, the π/K separability is defined in order to

estimate the PID performance.

S0 =

√

√

√

√

{

∑

i

(

(σtp)i

(σT)i

)2
}

•κ , (8)

where σtp is the tp differences between π and K, σT

is the total time uncertainty arising from the discus-

sion above. The summation includes each Cherenkov

photon hitting the PMT. κ is the detected portion of

generated Cherenkov photons in the simulation.

Expected S0 dependence on particle momentum

is shown in Fig. 3(a), for three different polar angles

(θinc). The separability is exponential decrease along

with the increment of momentum. Only forward pho-

tons are considered here. In Fig. 3(b), in the regions

of θinc 6 900 and θinc > 90◦, the forward photon and

backward photon are considered, respectively, which

are indicated by the solid and dotted line. It shows

the resultant as a function of the polar angle (θinc)

for three different momentums. The separability is

worst at θinc = 50◦ which is due to the destructive

correlation between θinc and θc , as mentioned above.
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Fig. 3. the expected time uncertainties along
the expanded x-position from part (1) and (2)
for 4 different conditions and tp differences be-
tween π and K σtp .

The relation between S0 and propagation length is

shown in Fig. 3(c). S0 increases rapidly when the

propagation length is less than 2 m, then increases

slowly and tends to saturate at longer propagation

length.

4 Discussion and summary

We have introduced a new type TOP Cherenkov

detector based on the measurement of 1-D time of

propagation of the Cherenkov photon and the 1-D po-

sition information. Since it only needs 1-D position

information (in contrast to the DIRC and the gas

Cherenkov imaging detector), the quantity of PMT

can be reduced enormously on the one hand, so as

to the construction cost. On the other hand, it can

be constructed more compact and needs less space.

Combining to the geometrical construction of TOP,

we have discussed various contributions to the time

uncertainty. In some cases that the total time un-

certainty is large than the time of propagation differ-

ence between difference particles with the same mo-

mentum, TOP Cherenkov detector can not identify

those particle. We defined the separability between

π and K. Its dependence on the particle momentum,

incident angle and propagation length, are discussed

respectively. More detailed woke is needed in the fu-

ture.
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